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DRIFT INTO DREAMLAND IN TOTAL STYLE AND COMFORT Cute n ComfyCatching some Zs has never looked this good! This pajama set
treats any evening or day off to an overload of cuteness. Youll love the stylish notch collar, classic button front top, beautiful satin drawstring and
lovely contrast satin piping that crowns off the eye-catching look. But what really makes these jammies a must-have is how amazing they feel!
Made using ultra-soft and breathable jersey knit fabric, theyre perfect for helping you get a restful nights sleep everytime you hit the hay. Kick
Back in Style These are the perfect pajamas for those nights when you want to let loose and channel your fun side all while looking incredibly
cute! Youll love the stylish pjs, in a choice of fun colors, that injects any evening with a whole lot of cheer. And weve ensured that all the
cuteness will remain in great condition by combining the highest quality dyes with premium materials. So months down the line, youll still look
enviably adorable whenever you slip into these jammies! Here are more reasons to love this PJ set: - Fitted with an elastic waist and functional
drawstring for a great fit. - Available in S-3X to fit most body shapes and sizes. - Handles well in the wash without losing shape or running color.
- Designed with great attention to detail to ensure maximum durability. - Well priced to give you unmatched value for money. Count on
#followme's ultra soft pajamas for women to make every evening supremely comfy and crazily cute. Click Add to Cart now! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
27,90 €

Discount -7,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturer#followme 

Description 

ULTRA SOFT: Treat yourself to a one-of-a-kind ultra soft pajama set. This lightweight button front pajama set comes with a stylish notch collar,
pocket detailing, and satin drawstring that beautifully contrasts with the lovely colors.SNOOZE IN COMFORT: These PJ sets for women are
designed to make every trip to dreamland a seductively comfy affair. Theyre made using a mix of 95% rayon and 5% spandex that feels great
on the skin and is breathable to comfortably sail you through the warmest of nights.FITS JUST RIGHT: Available in the widest range of sizes,
this pajama pant set is designed to fit the full bodied down to the petite. The jammies for women come with an elastic waist and a satin
functional drawstring that allows for a custom fit while adding a lovely look to the PJ set.HIGH-QUALITY FINISHING: With superior stitching,
perfectly-lined hems and fabric that washes well, this sexy sleepwear for women will give you years of use. The colors dont easily fade when
washed, keeping these cute pajamas for women in great condition.GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY: #followme prides itself on giving you the
latest styling at the best value around. Youll love the great attention to detail that has gone into making these fun jammies for women, and all at
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a price that your wallet will relish. Click Add to Cart now!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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